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1 INTRODUCTION

This document illustrates the benefit of being prepared to deal with new vulnerabilities. We don't really know when that's going to happen, but it will. Let's look at a typical scenario: Monday morning, panic is in the air. The boss heard the existence of a big new vulnerability on the radio on his way to work.

The security person is under the spotlight. Management wants to know what the situation is. At this time, it is important to have answers quickly. Each time a new vulnerability is made public, one of the many roles of the security person is to find out if harm can be done to the IT infrastructure.

The information needed is simple. Is the vulnerable product running in our environment? Is it at risk? Is it accessible from the Internet? Of course, server administrators might possess that information, but at this stage, the security person has to deal with it.

Server administrators are usually security minded, but they also have the responsibility to provide online services and sometimes, for all kinds of reasons, patches cannot be applied as they should. Also, lots of times, temporary solutions have to be put in place to preserve the continuity of the service. Sometimes, when a vulnerability is exploitable only on a local level, administrator have tendency to remain on the perimeter firewall. Administrators are reluctant to talk about these temporary solutions. They figure, the
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2 MANAGEMENT OF THE CRISIS

Back to our question: Is the vulnerability that just came out affecting us? How can we find out without spending lots of time to install software agents on the servers? The faster that question is answered, the better it is. Here is a flowchart detailing the process:

Flow chart of management of the crisis *Server only*
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3 GETTING THE INFORMATION

We need a picture of the network at a point in time with the following points: The list of allowed ports at the perimeter firewall, the actual versions of the products running on the machines listening on those ports and the actual patch level of each product.

External scanning

The tool NMAP will be used to scan from outside the firewall perimeter to see what is exposed. This will enumerate IP addresses and ports that can be accessed from the Internet. Of course, the scan has to be launched with a configuration to minimize the impact on the network. Not only will this tell you which ports are open, if done on a regular base, it will also notify you when a new port is opened or closed.

Internal scanning

By using credentials, the NESSUS tool can be granted local access to scan the target system without requiring an agent. That involves using an account with administrator privileges on each server. A NESSUS credential scan can quickly establish which systems are missing patches for UNIX and WINDOWS operating systems. Knowing the actual patch level of a system is the only way to be certain of the security state of a system. Of course, the system has to be configured correctly in the first place. For example, a system administrator may claim to have patched Apache 1.3, while they may have in fact simply disabled it. The NESSUS vulnerability scanner
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4 GETTING MANAGEMENT'S SUPPORT

This kind of project will definitely generate resistance to change. For many reasons, the server administrator may be reluctant to give 24/7 access to the servers to the security group. Furthermore, management need convincing regarding the necessity of collecting information using free tools to scan the private network and the perimeter firewall.

You definitely need their support. Be careful in the approach. You need to get a firm positive response. Find a ways to make them understand that the goal is to be able to know as soon as possible when a product, in the corporate environment, contains a vulnerability known to the public. This will greatly improve the process of correcting the situation and consequently, reducing the amount of time the vulnerability will be present. It doesn't take long to the underground world to write code exploiting any vulnerability after it is found. Furthermore, underline the fact that Nessus supports the use of several secure approaches to solve the issue of providing privileged credentials. Once you have their approbation, involve them in the process of informing the server's administrators.
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5 CONNECTION REQUIREMENT

You will need a connection outside of your firewall to perform scanning, from the internet. The ISP router might block some traffic and you might have to get their approbation. Choose the right place to get online. This will enable you to enumerate the open ports in the perimeter firewall. You will also need a second connection inside the perimeter to launch NESSUS Credential scans.
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6 SETUP

For the purpose of this paper, the following setup has been installed in VMware on a Linux host. Take note that the choice of the machines names and users for this paper is not really a good choices. Appropriate server and account names should be used for production environments.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

route add -net 192.168.10.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 172.17.10.2

172.17.10.76
HOST / EXT-SCANNER
Nessus 3.2.0 / Nmap 4.20

VMware Server 1.0.4 build-56528

172.17.10.2 Bridged
FIREWALL
  192.168.10.2 Static

192.168.10.3 Host only
LIN-TARGET

192.168.10.4 Host only
INT-SCANNER

192.168.10.5 Host only
WIN-TARGET

route add -net 172.17.10.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 192.168.10.2
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Description

The Debian 4.0 operating system have been installed with the "Hardening Debian 4.0 – Creating a simple and solid foundation for your applications" procedure found in the SANS Reading Room.

**HOST(EXT-SCANNER)**

- **Operating system:** Ubuntu 7.10
- **VMware Server:** VMware Server 1.0.4 build-56528
- **Nessus:** Nessus 3.2.0

**FIREWALL**

- **Operating system:** Debian 4.0
- **Firewall:** Iptables 1.3.6

**LIN-TARGET**

- **Operating system:** Debian 4.0
- **Firewall:** Iptables 1.3.6

**INT-PROBER**

- **Operating system:** Debian 4.0
- **Nessus:** Nessus 3.2.0
- **Firewall:** Iptables 1.3.6

**WIN-TARGET**

- **Operating system:** Windows 2003 Service Pack 2
- **Firewall:** Microsoft
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**Credential**

According to NESSUS, user names and passwords are not recommended for authentication with SSH. “Man in the middle” and brute force attacks can be used with static passwords, especially when they have been in use for a long period of time.

Public/private keys will be used in order to allow NESSUS to launch authenticated network scans on the FIREWALL and the LIN-TARGET. This action will be performed from INT-SCANNER located inside the private network.

The “nessus” user with administrator privileges has been created on the FIREWALL, LIN-TARGET and WIN-TARGET servers. Permission to access the registry has been granted to the “nessus” user on WIN-TARGET.

An SSH private/public key pair has been created on INT-SCANNER. A copy of the SSH public key has been copied in the nessus user directory of the machine FIREWALL and LIN-TARGET.

**Firewall rules**

IPTABLES on FIREWALL and LIN-TARGET are configured to DROP everything except what is needed, and both ingress and egress filtering is activated. Also, three way hand-shake has to be complete with the correct flags enabled at the right moment in order to establish the connection. INT-SCANNER and EXT-SCANNER are configured to DROP everything inbound, except for the port needed to log the NESSUS server and SSH. They are wide opened for outbound. Finally, the WIN-TARGET is configured to DROP everything except for what is
Preparing to face new vulnerabilities needed inbound and it is wide opened outbound.

7 USING THE TOOLS TO GET PREPARED

Now that the scanners are in place, let's get the information needed. First, let us take a picture of what is visible from the Internet.

List of open port for each address visible from Internet

The following NMAP scan has been launched on all TCP ports from EXT-SCANNER. The switch "-sT", TCP connect scan, accomplishes the three way hand-shake, the switch "-P0" assumes that the target is alive (No ICMP request) and the switch "-r" does a sequential port scan.

```
# nmap -sT -P0 -r -p1-65535 172.17.10.2 192.168.10.3 192.168.10.4 192.168.10.5
Starting Nmap 4.20 (http://insecure.org) at 2008-04-17 10:15 EDT
Interesting ports on firewall (172.17.10.2)(192.168.10.2):
Not shown: 1696 filtered ports
PORT   STATE SERVICE
22/tcp open  ssh

Interesting ports on lin-target (192.168.10.3):
Not shown: 1695 filtered ports
PORT   STATE SERVICE
22/tcp open  ssh
80/tcp open  http
```
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Interesting ports on int-scanner (192.168.10.4):

Not shown: 1695 filtered ports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>SERVICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22/tcp</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>ssh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1241/tcp</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>nessus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interesting ports on win-target (192.168.10.5):

Not shown: 1696 filtered ports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PORT</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>SERVICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80/tcp</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>http</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nmap finished: 4 IP addresses (4 hosts up) scanned in 85.557 seconds

The four machines were scanned in 88.557 seconds. It took nearly twenty-two seconds for each IP address. Now, we have a picture of the opened TCP port visible from the Internet.

UDP port scanning across a firewall is another story; "icmp port unreachable" message have to be enabled in order for it to be effective.

We'll assume that all the servers and all the services where up at the time of the scan. We now have a good picture of the TCP ports listening at the other side of the firewall. The idea here is to find out if the port involved in the new vulnerability that just came out is listening at the perimeter.
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Nessus Linux scan with credentials from INT-SCANNER

The scan has been launched from INT-SCANNER with the following configuration:

Options: Default
Credentials: Linux credentials
Plug-in Selection: Default
Network: Default
Advanced: Default
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Is the Operating System up to date on FIREWALL?

Output 1, OS FIREWALL:

FIREWALL(172.17.10.2/192.168.10.2).

192.168.10.2 is the network interface facing the private network and 172.17.10.2 is the network interface facing the Internet. The NESSUS tool has logged into the remote host successfully.

Linux image: 2.6.18-6-686, April 24 2008
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Output 2, OS FIREWALL:

The Software Enumeration output uses the command “dpkg -l” to list the packages installed on FIREWALL via SSH.

Code of the Plugin:


"Host/Debian/dpkg-1", "Linux",
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Output 3, OS FIREWALL:

The Software Enumeration output indicate the version of the Linux image installed on the remote system. The output 1 indicate that the image is 2.6.18-6-686, April 24 2008.

**OS:** `linux-image-2.6.18-6-686 2.6.18.dfsg.1-18etch3 Linux 2.6.18 image on Ppro/Celeron/PII/PIII/P4`

**Notice** that the “/P4” is trunked in the NESSUS output.
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Output 4, OS FIREWALL:

If we compare the informations obtained from the previous output with the output at the Debian web site. We can conclude that the kernel running on FIREWALL is up to date.
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**Is the SSH service up to date on FIREWALL?**

Output 1, SSH on FIREWALL:

This output indicate that the SSH service is listening on port 22. Notice that password authentication is not permitted. Only public key authentication's.
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Output 2, SSH on FIREWALL:

The information concerning the SSH service listening on port 22 has been obtained by the Software Enumeration output.
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Output 3, SSH on FIREWALL:

```
Table: packages.debian.org

debian

>> Debian >> Packages >> etch (stable) >> net >> openssh-server

Search package names

Package: openssh-server (1:4.3p2-9)

Secure shell server, an rshd replacement

This is the portable version of OpenSSH, a free implementation of the Secure Shell protocol as specified by the IETF ssh working group.

SSH (Secure Shell) is a program for logging into a remote machine and for executing commands on a remote machine. It provides secure encrypted communications between two untrusted hosts over an insecure network. X11 connections and arbitrary TCP/IP ports can also be forwarded over the secure channel. It is intended as a replacement for rlogin, rsh and rcp, and can be used to provide applications with a secure communication channel.

This package provides the sshd server.

--------------------

In some countries it may be illegal to use any encryption at all without a special permit.


Other Packages Related to openssh-server

```

If we compare the informations obtained from the previous output with the output at the Debian web site. We can conclude that the SSH service running on FIREWALL is up to date.
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Is the NTP service up to date on FIREWALL?

Output 1, NTP on FIREWALL:

This output indicates that the NTP service is listening on port 123.
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Output 2, NTP on FIREWALL:

The information concerning the NTP service listening on port 123 has been obtained by the Software Enumeration output. Note that the NTP server is answering at the request from the private network only. It is not a good practice to install the time server on a perimeter firewall. It was done in the context of the “VMware” test setup.
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Output 3, NTP on FIREWALL:

Network Time Protocol daemon and utility programs

NTP, the Network Time Protocol, is used to keep computer clocks accurate by synchronizing them over the Internet or a local network, or by following an accurate hardware receiver that interprets GPS, DCF-77, NIST or similar time signals.

This package contains the NTP daemon and utility programs. An NTP daemon needs to be running on each host that is to have its clock accuracy controlled by NTP. The same NTP daemon is also used to provide NTP service to other hosts.

For more information about the NTP protocol and NTP server configuration and operation, install the package "ntp-doc".


If we compare the informations obtained from the previous output with the output at the Debian web site. We can conclude that the NTP service running on FIREWALL is up to date.
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Is the Operating System up to date on LIN-TARGET?

Output 1, OS on LIN-TARGET:

LIN-TARGET(192.168.10.3). The tool Nessus has logged into the remote host successfully.

Linux image: 2.6.18-4-686, May 9 2007
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Output 2, OS on LIN-TARGET:

The Software Enumeration output indicates the version of the Linux image installed on the remote system. The previous output indicates that the image is 2.6.18-4-686, May 9 2007.

**OS:** linux-image-2.6.18-4-686 2.6.18.dfsg.1-12etch2 Linux 2.6.18 image on PPro/Celeron/PII/PIII/P4

Notice that the "/P4" is trunked in the NESSUS output.
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Output 3, OS on LIN-TARGET:

The tool indicates that the Linux image is vulnerable. The NESSUS output recommends an upgrade to the latest version linux-image-2.6-686_2.6.18+6etch3. According to that information, the Operating System on LIN-TARGET is vulnerable.
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Is the SSH service up to date on LIN-TARGET?

Output 1, SSH on LIN-TARGET:

![Nessus scan results for SSH service]

This output indicates that the service is listening on port 22. Notice that password and public key authentication are permitted.
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Output 2, SSH on LIN-TARGET:

The information concerning the SSH service listening on port 22 has been obtained by the Software Enumeration output. According to the previous output, the service is up to date.
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Is the HTTP service up to date on LIN-TARGET?

Output 1, HTTP on LIN-TARGET:

This output indicates that the HTTP service is listening on port 80.
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Output 2, HTTP on LIN-TARGET:

The information concerning the HTTP service listening on port 80 has been obtained by the Software Enumeration output.

apache2: Version 2 2.2.3-4+etch4
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Output 3, HTTP on LIN-TARGET:

Package: apache2 (2.2.3-4+etch4)

Next generation, scalable, extendable web server

Apache v2 is the next generation of the omnipresent Apache web server. This version - a total rewrite - introduces many new improvements, such as threading, a new API, IPv6 support, request/response filtering, and more.

If we compare the informations obtained from the previous output with the output at the Debian web site. We can conclude that the HTTP service running on LIN-TARGET is up to date.
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Output scan duration Linux:

```
192.168.10.2
Scan time:
Start time: Thu May 8 12:53:07 2008
End time: Thu May 8 12:56:40 2008
Number of vulnerabilities:

192.168.10.3
Scan time:
Start time: Thu May 8 12:53:07 2008
End time: Thu May 8 12:57:30 2008
Number of vulnerabilities:
```

The scan duration for both addresses was 4 minutes 29 seconds.
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Is the INT-SCANNER up to date?

Output INT-SCANNER:

INT-SCANNER(192.168.10.4)

This computer is the scanner that we have access. We can directly open a terminal via SSH to check the actual patch level by running command directly instead of using NESSUS.

# uname -a
Linux INT-SCANNER 2.6.18-6-686 #1 SMP Sun Feb 10 22:11:31 UTC 2008 i686 GNU/Linux

# apt-get upgrade
Reading package lists... Done
Building dependency tree... Done
0 upgraded, 0 newly installed, 0 to remove and 0 not upgraded.

# ssh -V
OpenSSH_4.3p2 Debian-9

# /opt/nessus/sbin/nessusd -v
nessusd (Nessus) 3.2.0. [build A890] for Linux
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Is the Windows 2003 up to date?

Output 1, Windows 2003:

The access to the Windows registry was successful. The latest Service Pack is installed.
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Output 2, Windows 2003:

```
Software Enumeration (via SMB)

Synopsis:
It is possible to enumerate installed software.

Description:
This plugin lists software installed on the remote host by crawling the registry entries in:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall

Solution:
Remove software that are not compliant with your company policy.

Risk factor:
None

Plugin output:
The following software are installed on the remote host:

- Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB936357) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB925902) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Internet Explorer 7 (KB938127) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Internet Explorer 7 (KB942615) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB943055) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB941693) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB943485) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB944653) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB938127) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB931784) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB943460) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB943460) [version 1]
- Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB927891) [version 5]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB948882) [version 1]
- Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB942763) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Internet Explorer 7 (KB944533) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB948590) [version 1]
- Security Update for Windows Server 2003 (KB929123) [version 1]
```
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We can see all the patches installed on the server. Note that the information comes from Window's Registry.
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Output 3, Windows 2003:

This output indicates that the HTTP service is listening on port 80.
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Output 4, Windows 2003:

The scan duration for WIN-TARGET was 5 minutes 46 seconds.
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Scan summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>Product/Version</th>
<th>Patched</th>
<th>Internet Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>172.17.10.2</td>
<td>192.168.10.2</td>
<td>OS: Linux 4.0 etch 2.6.18-6-686</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172.17.10.2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>SSH, 4.3p2-9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.2</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>NTP, 4.2.2.p4+dfsg-2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>OS: Linux 4.0 etch 2.6.18-6-686</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>SSH, 4.3p2-9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>HTTP, apache2-rpm-prefork 2.2.3.4+etch</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>OS: Linux 4.0 etch 2.6.18-6-686</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>SSH, 4.3p2-9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.4</td>
<td>1243</td>
<td>NESSUS, 3.2.0 [build A890]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>OS: Windows 2003 Service Pack 2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>HTTP, Microsoft IIS 6.0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192.168.10.5</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>Microsoft-ds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yes*: The internal scanner is reachable from outside the private network only for the purpose of this paper. In a production environment, it should be accessible only from the private network.

We have answered the question of the “Flow chart of management of the crisis *Server only*”.  
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8 UPDATE ON NEW VULNERABILITIES COMMING OUT

We definitely have to be informed before the executive management. We need to be informed has soon as the vulnerabilities are published.

There are many possibilities: You can subscribe to certain site to get them by e-mail. You can visit the web site of the purveyor of product manually on a daily basic. You can also use the RSS feed from various sources on the Internet to speed things up.

You can also visit site like:

http://www.securityfocus.com/archive
http://isc.sans.org/
http://isc.sans.org/links.html
http://www.us-cert.gov/
http://www.us-cert.gov/

9 CONCLUSION

The security group would definitely ameliorate their respond to vulnerabilities. They now have the possibility to get the exact informations when it is needed. They don't rely on servers administrators to get it.

Other tools can be added and deeper tests can be performed. It
Preparing to face new vulnerabilities depends on the amount of time you are willing to invest. Furthermore, besides gathering information for security purpose, the external scanner can be a great help for troubleshooting or testing new firewall rules. With this tools, you can do a lot of things, as long the process is under control and approved by management.
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